
measurements are to be performed and provides a useful
research tool for the study of muscle metabolism.
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surface-flthng algorithm. The three-dimensional surface of the re
gion of high-activity, corresponding to the infused tumor, was then
generated using the BremsstrahlungSPECT data by mapping the
iso-count surfaces through a computer program. The three-dimen
sional image of the organ then was fused with the registered
CT-SPECT datasets. Results The accuracy of fit measured as the

mean distance between the SPECT and CT surfaces was in the
range of 3-4 mm. Condusion The anatomical co-registration of
Bremsstrahlung SPECT with CT images using the outer surface
flthng algorithm is a reliable tool. This correlation permits direct
anatomic confirmation of the region of the @Pactivity distribution
withthe anatomic site Selected for injection.
Key Words Bremsstrahlung; SPECT; phosphorus-32; image fu
sion; radionuclidetherapy
J Nuci Med 1997;38319â€”324

SPECTandCTarewell-establisheddiagnosticimagingmo
dalities. These modalities provide complementary information,
i.e., SPECT provides functional information whereas CT
mainly demonstrates morphology. The fusion of SPECT and
CT can increase the information provided by either modality

Infusionalbrachytherapy for treatment of neoplasms, with colloidal
32P has been used to treat various tumors in the pancreas, liver,
brain, lung, and head and neck. In performing such treatments,
anatomical verification of the location of the administered @Pfrom
the image obtained by Bremsstrahlung SPECT alone is not possible
due to the lack of internal landmarks, since the radionuclide is
distributed onty in the tumor and does not usually accumulate in the
normal organs. The purpose of this study was to provide a practical
three-dimensionalapproach for imagefusionbetween Bremsstrahl
ung SPECT and CT. Methods: The tumors in four cancer patients
were injected directly wfth @Punder CT guidance. A Bremsstrahl
ung SPECT study using @â€˜@â€˜Tcbackscatter sources to obtain the
body contour was then performed. SPECT images were used to
generate the skin contours using a threshold detection method. A
three-dimensional surface was generated from these contours us
ing a tiling program and fused with a corresponding CT surface
generated from a CT scan in the same patient through an iterative
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alone by providing precise anatomical functional correlation
(1,2).

In recent years, infusiona! brachytherapy (3) has been used as
a new modality for treatment of neoplasms, using colloidal 32P,
for treatment of various tumors in the pancreas, liver, brain,
lung, and head and neck. The tumor is injected directly with 32P
under CT guidance and a Bremsstrahlung SPECT study (4)
using 9@Tc backscatter sources to obtain the body contour is
then performed. This modality allows delivery of extremely
high doses ofradiation to the tumor while sparing the surround
ing normal tissue. The tumor absorbed dose is dependent upon
the volume of distribution of 32P, e.g., a 30 mCi (1 110 MBq)
injection distributed in a 30-cc volume will result in a dose of
approximately 7300 Gy. Since the 32P is confined to the tumor
region in most cases, the Bremsstrahlung SPECT images
usually lack anatomic landmarks and it is not possible to
accurately identify the organ in which the 32P accumulation is
localized. To improve the clinical efficacy of radionuclide
therapy and Bremsstrahlung imaging, it is desirable to use the
technique of image fusion between SPECT and CT. This
technique allows correlation of areas of increased accumulation
of radionuclide on SPECT with specific anatomic structures
from the CT study in the same patient.

Image fusion has already been shown to be useful for
identifying anatomic sites of radiolabeled antibody accumula
tion, allowing the accurate staging of tumors before surgery or
after treatment (5â€”7).Image fusion between SPECT and CT has
also been performed in complicated inflammatory disease (8)
and for metastatic thyroid carcinoma (9). Sgouros et al. (10)
performed three-dimensional dosimetry for radioimmuno
therapy treatment planning using fusion of images from PET
with CT and MRJ.

Several technical approaches have been used to precisely
localize regions of increased activity accumulation on SPECT
on the corresponding fused anatomic images of CT (11), but to
date, no universal method exists. These approaches are based
either on internal landmarks or external landmarks (points or
lines) which can be identified in both of the volumes to be
matched. If region identification is not possible from both these
modalities, there is a need for casts and/or fiducial marking
systems for both CT and SPECT. This has made many of the
current techniques impractical and time-consuming.

Other methods use anatomical contours (12â€”14).A set of
transverse slices at approximately the same location in three
dimensional space can be obtained from SPECT and CT.
However, the slice thickness, slice position and spatial resolu
tion are different and direct comparison ofthe imaged structures
between these modalities is difficult. Three-dimensional surface
contours of SPECT images have been generated by manually
outlining contours on serial transverse slices around the penph
ery of organs that contain radioactivity and can be well
visualized, e.g., the liver (6). Similar contours are then drawn
around CT slices. The three-dimensional surface outline of the
SPECT image (â€œhatâ€•)are then fitted to the anatomic CT images
(â€œheadâ€•)using an algorithm developed by Pelizari-i and Chen
(12) that minimizes the mean squared distance between points
on the two surfaces.

After infusiona! brachytherapy, anatomical verification of the
region of 32P high activity is not possible from the images
obtained by Bremsstrahlung SPECT. This is due to the lack of
internal landmarks, since the radionuclide is distributed only in
the tumor and does not usually accumulate in the normal
organs. Also, placement of fiducial markers does not provide a
clinically practical tool, since their repeated precise placement

is difficult and the technique is unsuited for retrospective
studies (12,13).

The goal of this study was to develop a three-dimensional
surface-fitting algorithm to co-register SPECT and CT datasets
in cancer patients undergoing infusional brachytherapy through
the use of in-house developed software. It was hoped that this
method would also facilitate the co-registration of the area of
high activity of the source organ through the use of iso-count
distributions, calculated from Bremsstrahlung SPECT data,
with the corresponding structure determined from CT. For
example, the infused area ofhigh activity or tumor visulized by
SPECT can be placed in the anatomic host organ as determined
from CT.

MATERIALSAND METhODS

SPECT Technique
SPECT imaging was performed using a Siemen's Mu!tispect-2

dual-head gamma camera system fitted with medium-energy,
parallel-hole collimators and interfaced to an ICON computer. An
energy window setting of 100 keV Â±25% was used since we
previously showed how this narrow window setting has optima!
resolution characteristics for 32P (15). We have also demonstrated
that this energy window is useful for detecting Compton-scattered
photons from 99mTc(4), since 90Â°scatter represents an energy of
110 keV and 180Â°backscatter represents an energy of 90 keV. As
we have previously described (4), two sources of @Â°@Tc(3-cc
syringes, filled to 0.5 cc) containing 74â€”185MBq each were first
placed directly on each of the two collimators, i.e., one per
collimator, just outside the field of view of the camera. Immedi
ately after the infusion of32P, the patient underwent a Bremsstrahl
ung SPECT study in which the data were acquired in a 64 X 64
image matrix for 32 projections over 180Â°for each camera head (a
total of 64 projections over 360Â°)for 20 sec per projection using
the auto contour rotation mode. Raw data were reconstructed by
filtered backprojection in the transaxial, sagittal and coronal
planes. The reconstructed slices were one-voxe! thick (9.6 mm).
Patient-body contour was visualized on each reconstructed trans
axial slice by detection of the Compton-scattered photons from the
two external sources.

P@nta
Four patients were included in this study (one had cancer of the

pancreas, two had liver metastases and 1 had lung cancer). Clinical
Phase I studieswere performed in nonresectablepancreatic cancer,
nonresectab!e non-oat-cell lung cancer, advanced head and neck
cancer and liver metastases (15). The Phase I trial was based on the
direct interstitial administration of 2.5 million particles of macro
aggregated albumin followed by colloidal 32Pchromic phosphate
into the tumor-bearing region performed under CT guidance (1).
A!! patients understood the nature of the procedure and gave
written consent as approved by our Institutional Review Commit
tee.

Al! patients were treated with colloidal [32P]chromicphosphate
injected as follows: into tumors in the pancreas, 26.680 mCi (987
MBq); liver, 9.918 mCi (367 MBq) and 15.075 mCi (558 MBq)
and lung, 9.122 mCi (338 MBq). All patients had a CT study with
a 8-mm slice thickness the day of their 32P-SPECTstudy.

Image Fusion
The analysis of image datasets were performed on a DECTM

Alpha AXP UNIX workstation equipped with AVS@ (Advanced
Visual System, Digital Equip. Corp., Maynard, MA) software.
Three-dimensional surfaces of the outer contours and other struc
tures were made using a fully developed three-dimensional soft
ware package for radiation therapy treatment planning (17) at the
Medical College of Ohio (MCO). This package was integrated to
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handle Bremsstrahlung SPECT imaging data directly andconstructRESULTSthree-dimensional
surfaces. Using the MCO software integratedIn all four patients, the three-dimensional co-registrationwaswith

AVS, the images can be co-registered and the closeness oftheperformed and the registration accuracy between SPECTandregistration
can be visually determined as the three-dimensionalCT was found to be within 3â€”4mm for outer body surfaces.Anobject

images are rotating in real time. Also, the MCO softwareexample of the results from the program that was usedtoallows
absolute measurements of translational and rotationalquantify the co-registration accuracy of one of the patientsisparameters.displayed

in Table I . The first column in Table 1 is thenumberThe
CT images were first transferred to a UNIX workstationofpoints, columns 2 and 3 are the x and y coordinates oftheCTeither

through a direct Dicom link with the CT unit, an HP tapedata, and columns 4 and 5 display the x and y coordinates ofthereader,
or through digitizationofthe hard copy films. Regardlessofpoints from the SPECT dataset. The sixth column displaysthethe

transfer technique, the CT images were stored in a 512 Xz coordinates for both sets of points used. The lastcolumn512
X 16 bit format along with a header of 2048 bytes. Theshows the calculated mis-registration errors for thedifferencestransaxial

reconstructed SPECT data were then transferred to thebetween the given points for this patient. The mean misregis
same UNIX workstation through an algorithm written to directlytration error was found to be 3.6 Â±2.5 mm. Anyreasonableread

these data off the nuclear medicine computer system. Eachnumber of points can be chosen when calculating theaccuracy64
X 64 x 8 transverse slice ofthe SPECT data was thenmappedto

a 512 X 512 image to correspond to the CT image and allow aTABLEIbetter
contourdescription with more points than is available in the

64 X 64 matrix.
After transfer of the CT and Bremsstrah!ung SPECT data into@@ation

Between CT (xyz)and SPECT (x'y'z')SurfacesDiStanCethe

UNIX environment and the addition of recognizable header
information to each slice, the body contours for both modalities
were traced. This was accomplished through a contouring programPoint

no. x y x' y' z-z'(Cm)o

1259 0 129 1 03
2 2.2 1246 2.29 12:96 10:51which

included an automated adjustment of the pixel mean and8.05 â€”6.76 8.35 â€”7 10.38window
to easily differentiate between the area of fast gradient4 5.77 â€”6.88 6.2 â€”7.39 10.67counts

and air or the background counts. The contour coordinates5 â€”13 â€”4.73 â€”13.76 â€”5.01 10.82obtained
from each image were converted to real dimensions in6 â€”14.62 â€”2.58 â€”15.1 â€”2.66 10.49Cartesian
coordinates using the pixel size, reconstructed diameter,

and the table position of the slice. Three-dimensional surface
outlines of SPECT images (â€œhatâ€•)were then fitted to the anatom
ical images obtained from CT (â€œheadâ€•)using our custom built
software. The algorithm developed at MCO for surface-fitting
iteratively determines the transformation that links the two surfaces7

15.54 0 15.57 0 1 0.02
8 15.87 2.8 15.45 2.72 1 0.43

@ 14.84 5.4 14.73 5.36 1 0.12
@@ 7.73@ 7.63 1 0.21

12 â€”901 1074 â€”922 1099 1 032
13 @6:7 11:6 11:74 10:15by

executing a direct search in transformation space to minimize14 â€”4.42 12.13 â€”4.49 12.34 10.22the
mean squared distance between points on the two surfaces.This15 â€”2.2 12.47 â€”2.23 12.65 10.19algorithm

uses an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) technique, based on16 0 12.98 0 13.07 70.09an
optimization routine called MINUIT (18). The optimization17 2.27 12.85 2.3 13.03 70.19routine

has been adapted to adjust and optimize the parameters (19)
through numerous iterations until the closest distance possible is
obtained with the minimum error.

To visualize the area of high radionuc!ide activity in three
dimensional space, counts were read from each pixel in each
transverse slice of the reconstructed SPECT data and a surface of
iso-counts was generated through the MCO three-dimensional18

4.6 12.63 4.7 12.9 7 0.29
19 6.85 11.87 7.19 12.45 7 0.67
20 14.79 0 15.4 0 7 0.62

@@ 2.67@ 2.68 7 0.06

23 â€”1333 77 â€”131 756 7 027
24 â€”11 65 978 â€”@1.22 942 7 056
25 11:46 â€”9.08 10:82 70:83treatment

planning software. The counts were normalized to the26 â€”7.05 12.22 â€”6.81 11.79 70.49maximum
value and displayed along with outer geometry files27 â€”4.52 12.41 â€”4.54 12.47 70.06through

the AVS software, which allows the display of iso-count28 â€”2.21 12.53 â€”2.29 12.96 70.44surfaces
for any chosen iso-count value. This, when superimposed

on the reconstructed volume of entire organ from CT, provided an
excellent visualization of spatial localization of the region of high
activity with respect to the remainder of the normal organ.

To evaluate the accuracy of the co-registration, the AVS
software was used. The three-dimensional surfaces ofobjects (e.g.,29

0 12.49 0 12.57 13 0.08
@ 2.17 12.3 2.23 12.64 13 0.35

31 4.36 11.99 4.61 12.66 13 0.71
@ 6.69 11.58 7.06 12.23 13 0.75

@@@ 23 942 11 13 021
@ 12.86 7.42 13:22 7:63 130:42outer

surface, lung, kidney, liver, etc.) obtained from CT were13.67 4.97 14.52 528 130.9superimposed
on the SPECT outer surfaces and source organs, i.e.,37 â€”13.82 0 â€”14.56 0 130.74areas

of infused activity, by visual inspection. Then the absolute38 â€”14.26 2.52 â€”14.42 2.54 130.16quantities
of the translational distances and rotations (if any) were39 â€”13.99 5.09 â€”14.03 5.11 130.04measured
using the MCO-AVS software. To quantify this accu

racy, the mean error between the fused surfaces was calculated
through a special computer program developed for this purpose.
The program draws several ray lines originating from a selected
internal focal point in an identified plane. The intersection of the
ray lines with the two matched three-dimensional surfaces is then40

13.18 7.61 12.66 7.31 13 0.6
41 11.5 9.65 11.06 9.28 13 0.58
42 9.19 10.95 9.06 10.79 13 0.21

@@ 11.85@ 11.7 13 0.17

@ j18 1236 â€”22 1251 13015calculated

and the distance between these intersectionsisdetermined.
Mean = 0.363,withs.d. = 0.252.
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FiGURE2.@ TransverseCTimageof the abdominalarea of a patientwith
liverdisease, where the area of abnormalityand the posi@onof needle is
shown. (B)SPECTtransverse imageof the same patient after @Pinjection.
(C)Three-dimensionalco-registrationbetween CT Qightgray)and SPECT
(darkgray)outer surfaces.The target fromthe CTslices (solidot@ect)also is
shownco-registeredwiththe 32Parea ofhighactivity(linesaroundthe target)
from SPECT data (0) Three-dimensionalco-registrationof all structures.
Uveris shown as linesfor visibilityof target ot@ects.

FiGURE1. (@4CTimageof a patientwfthpancreaticdisease shows position
of the needle at @Pinjectionsite. (B)SPECTtransverse imageof the same
patient after injectionof 3@Pshows area of high activity.(C)Three-dimen
sional representation of the patient's outer surface and the iso-count distri
butiondeterminedfrom SPECTsupetimposed wfththe target from CT.(0)
Co-registrationof three-dimensionalstructures.

of the image co-registration; in this case, three contours were
selected with 15 points per contour at equal angular intervals
resulting in 45 points.

Figure lA is a transaxia! CT slice ofa patient with pancreatic
cancer showing the infusion needle positioned in the pancreatic
tumor. The SPECT transverse image of the same patient is
displayed in Figure 2B, which shows the area of high activity.
The three-dimensional representation of the body surface gen
erated from Bremsstrah!ung SPECT alone and the target
(source organ) reconstructed from CT images are shown in
Figure 1C. This image also shows the 50% iso-count distribu
tions around the target (shown as lines) generated from map
ping the pixel counts that are 50% of the maximum in SPECT
images. The co-registration of outer surfaces between
Bremsstrah!ung SPECT and CT datasets, as well as the fusion
of the CT target organ, i.e., the pancreas, with the area of high
activity from SPECT, are shown in Figure 1D. The contours of
the target area were entered into the computer separately and
the target structure reconstructed (solid dark inside the lines) at
the tail of the pancreas. When this three-dimensional CT image
was superimposed on the SPECT image based on the table
position of the contours, it accurately registered on the area of
high activity depicted by the Bremsstrah!ung SPECT data.
Three-dimensional images of the liver and pancreas were also
constructed from the CT data and fused in this image.

Figure 2A shows the transverse CT slice of the diseased area
of a patient with cancer of the liver, and Figure 2B shows the
Bremsstrahlung SPECT transverse image of the same area after
injection of the colloidal 32P. The three-dimensional co-regis
tration between CT and SPECT outer surfaces (light and dark
gray, respectively) and targets (solid and lines, respectively) is
shown in Figure 2C, and the co-registration showing the liver
surface (gray lines) and all other structures is shown in Figure
2D.

Figure 3, illustrates: a transverse CT slice of a patient with
lung cancer, which shows the area of the abnormality and the

position of the needle where colloidal 32P was injected intra
tumorally (A), the two-dimensional transverse SPECT slice of
the same area (B), and the co-registration of the outer surfaces
and targets obtained from the CT and SPECT datasets (C).

FIGURE 3. @A@)Transverse CT image ofa patient with lung disease shows the
area of abnOrmalityand the positionof the needle. (B)SPECTtransverse
imageof the same patientafter @Pinjectionshows the area of highactivity.
(C)Three-dimensionalco-registrationbetween CT (lightgray)and SPECT
(darkgray)outer surfaces.Thetarget fromthe CTslices (solid)also is shown
co-registeredwiththe 3@Parea of highactMty(lines)fromSPECTdata.
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achieving high precision in target localization and dose delivery
is closer than ever (23). In infusional brachytherapy using
colloidal 32P,Bremsstrahlung SPECT imaging is used as a tool
to quantify tumor uptake and volume. Furthermore, the delivery
ofdose to the target is critical, since the radiation dose delivered
to the tumor by infusional brachytherapy is higher than that
delivered via conventional radiation therapy by more than two
orders ofmagnitude. Therefore, it is crucial to know the precise
location ofthe target, i.e., the area of 32P activity accumulation,
and the extent of normal tissue involvement which has a
profound effect on the overall outcome of the treatment.

The clinical implication of the image fusion technique
provides significant additional information compared to CT or
SPECT studies alone. Further studies are underway to evaluate
the application of dose-volume histograms (DVHs) in quanti
tative three-dimensional dosimtery of colloidal 32P using
Bremsstrah!ung SPECT images.

CONCLUSION
The co-registration technique presented in this article allows

direct anatomic confirmation ofthe site of 32P infusion with the
anatomic site selected for injection. It is practical, easy to
implement in clinics and can be done in a workstation in
approximately 30 mm from the time that all images are
acquired. The computing time using an up-to-date workstation
is relatively short and the majority oftime is spent verifying the
accuracy of the fused images in all three planes. Image fusion
using the outer surface-fitting algorithm is a reliable tool with
an accuracy offit between SPECT and CT surfaces of3â€”4mm.
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DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the feasibility of obtaining accurate

fusion images between Bremsstrahlung SPECT and CT scans.
The three-dimensional fused images are useful for defining the
anatomic location of the selectively injected 32P. Body contour
was determined in the reconstructed SPECT transverse slices
using two externally placed 9@Tc Compton backscatter sources
and commercially available reconstruction software. The body
outline definition has been shown to be accurate in patient and
phantom studies (20). The co-registration methodology used in
this study was previously tested using a Jaczszak phantom with
simulated lesions (16). Tumor simulation was achieved by
filling a 38-mm sphere with 150 p@Ci[99mTc]pertec@etate.
Four external markers containing 50 pCi each of [@Tc]per
technetate in small capsules were placed on the phantom and a
SPECT study was performed. The same phantom was used for
CT imaging after it was cleansed ofradioactivity and filled with
water. The 38-mm sphere was filled with contrast material and
the same size external markers filled with lead were placed on
the same locations of the phantom as in the SPECT study. The
reconstructed images from both datasets were then co-regis
tered and the visual adequacy of fit was determined.

This approach, when applied to patient data, demonstrated an
average alignment accuracy to within 3â€”4mm. In view of the
relatively poor resolution of SPECT compared to images from
other diagnostic imaging modalities such as CT or MR, this
result is within acceptable limits for validation ofthis technique.
Other authors using surface-fitting image correlation techniques
have reported co-registration accuracies of 3 mm and 2Â°
between phantom and patient datasets for PET studies (24), and
1.38 Â±0.65 mm for CT/PET and 2.48 Â±1.09 mm for MRI/PET
(12) datasets. In patients treated with 1311monoclonal antibody,
a co-registration fit within 2 mm with the root mean square
distance (RMSD) of 7.4 mm has been reported for CT-SPECT
fusion using fiduciary markers (7).

The methods previously used for the fusion of SPECT and
CT images are varied and have involved the use of external
fiduciary markers (15), internal anatomic landmarks (6) or
anatomical contours (12, 14). These usually result in less accu
racy compared to the use of head-holding devices (22) and
stereotactic methods (21) that have been used for the brain.

The use of three-dimensional surface-matching algorithms
involves normal tissue uptake for dataset matching (6). The use
of multiple organs would be better than a single region, but
radionuclide uptake in multiple organs may not be present. In
any event, the surface-matching approaches cannot be imple
mented when radionuclides are administered that do not dis
tribute in organs which can be used for surface matching. Scott
et a!. (9) reported a technique using an external fiduciary band
that enabled generation of three-dimensional surface contours
of the SPECT study by outlining body surface contours on
serial transverse slices defined by the band. The use of this
fiduciary band is, however, cumbersome. Our method obtains
the body contour from SPECT in a much simpler fashion, since
the radioactive source is placed on the collimator rather than on
the patient's skin. Due to the backscatter source-generated body
contour on SPECT, it is possible to adequately perform outer
surface matching without the need for internal organ matching.

The approach taken in the present study using the three
dimensional technique for image fusion has many advantages.
In general, when delivering any therapeutic dose ofradiation to
malignant tissue, one obvious concern is the delivery of
radiation dose to a carefully delineated target volume. With the
aid of a current workstation and the ability to obtain accurate
cross-sectional information, the radiation oncology goal of
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A â€œHybridâ€•Method for Measuring Myocardial Wall
Thickening from Gated PET/SPECT Images
Irene Buvat, Marissa L. Bartlett, Anastasia N. Kitsiou, Vasken Di!sizian and Stephen L. Bacharach
Department ofNuclear Medicine, Cardiology Branch, National Institutes ofHealth, Bethesda, Maryland; and U66
INSERM/CNRS, Paris, France

end-diastole to end-systole as an index of wall thickening.
Geometric methods include tracking the endo- and epi-cardia!
borders (8) and mode! fitting (9). Both the count-based and the
geometry-based methods have advantages as well as serious
limitations.

A theoretical and experimental investigation of the count
based and geometric methods led us to introduce a new hybrid
method. This hybrid method combines count information with
geometric information in a manner that preserves the best
features ofboth approaches. The hybrid method yields an index
that theoretically has a more linear behavior with thickening
than indices produced by either the count-based or geometric
method alone. The performances of the count-based, geometric
and hybrid methods are evaluated using: (a) realistic simulated
data obtained from clinical gated MR scans, (b) phantom
measurements and (c) preliminary gated MRI and PET patient
studies. Results from the MRI-based simulations are reported
for different spatial resolutions, noise and background condi
tions, which cover the most realistic PET and SPECT imaging
situations. Preliminary patient data are presented to illustrate the
potential clinical benefit of the new hybrid index.

MATERIALS AND METhODS

Data Analysis Scheme
LV regional wall thickening was determined from short-axis

gated images after dividing each short-axis image into a number of
sectors. First, at each of the â€œTâ€•gated time points, each short-axis
slice was sinc interpolated (10) by a factor of four to minimize
sampling effects. An initial, manual estimate of the LV center was
made on the end-diastole image. Based on this initial position, the
optimum center was estimated as that position equidistant from the
maxima of all profiles across the myocardium. This optimum
center was used to cast the LV short-axis image into cylindrical
coordinates. Based on this cylindrical coordinate system, the LV
was divided into â€œ5â€•sectors and a profile (plot of counts as a
function of distance from endo- to epi-cardium) was computed.
The process was repeated at each time point, using the optima!
center point from time point â€œk-lâ€•as the initial center estimate for
the kth time point image. Therefore, for each slice, there were TxS
count-profiles. For each sector's profile, an index related to that
sector's thickness was then calculated.

Indices for Measuring Wall Thickening
Count-based, geometric and hybrid indices were studied.

We introducea hybridindex,HYB, whichcombinescountswith
geometric information to measure wall thickening from PET/SPECT
gated images. Its accuracy is compared with that of a count-based
index (MAX)and a geometric index (FWHM).Methods For each
index, the index values versus thickness and the estimated thicken
ing values versus true thickening were investigated using theoretical
analyses, realistic simulated data obtained from clinical gated MR
scans, phantom measurements and preliminary gated MRIand PET
patient studies. Each index was studied for different spatial resolu
tions and noise and background conditions. The performance of
each index was quantified using a parameter â€œQâ€•reflecting bias and
variabilityofthickening estimates. Resufts HYBvaried more linearly
with thickness than MAXand FWHM, resutting in a better Q value
than wfth MAXand FWHM for all noise, background and spatial
resolutions. ROC analysis confirmed that HYB significantly in
creases the sensitivity and specificityfor detection of wall thickening
abnormalities (sensitivity = 100%; specificity = 85% for HYB,95%
and 50% for MAXand 100% and 0% for FWHM,respectively).
Conclusion: Use ofthe hybrid index instead of conventional count
based or geometric indices should improve the classification of
normaVabnormal wall thickening values in gated SPECT and PET.

Key Words: myocardialwall thickening;heart;receiveroperating
characteristic curve
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Left ventricular(LV)wallthickeningis a valuableindicator
of myocardial contractile function. PET and SPECT imaging
enable the assessment of myocardial perfusion and metabolism
in vivo. With ECG gating, PET and SPECT images may also be
used to estimate LV wall thickening, thereby permitting simul
taneous measurement of regional function with perfusion or
metabolism (1,2).

The LV wall thickness is usually less than 20 mm. For a
normal subject, typical wall thickening is about 4 mm, from 10
mm at end-diastole to 14 mm at end-systole (3). Less than 2 mm
thickening is abnormal. To measure such small but clinically
important variations, several methods have been proposed,
which can be categorized as either count-based or geometry
based. The most common count-based method used in PET
(1,4) and SPECT (5â€”7)relies on the percent count increase from
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